HOW TO OPERATE YOUR BATTERY
Guide for The Clear 510 Thread
Variable Voltage Battery

1. Turn it on or off.
To turn the battery on, click
the button on the battery five
times. To turn the battery off,
click the button five times.

2. Two clicks to pre-heat.
Attach your cart to the battery
and click the button two times.
This warms up the oil to 1.8 volts
to get it ready for a great first hit
or if it's cold.

3. Three clicks to white, press
down & draw.
The white color is 3.0 volts. The
lower voltage preserves the flavor
and burns less cannabinoids. Great
for ENDO or Classic carts.

4. Three clicks to yellow,
press down & draw.
The yellow color is 3.6 volts for
a larger hit and bigger plumes
of vapor. Great for Elite carts.

WARNING: Overconsumption of Marijuana Concentrate may lead to Psychotic symptoms and/or Psychotic
disorder, Mental Health Symptoms/Problems, Cannabis Hyperemesis (CHS), and Cannabis use
disorder/dependence, including physical and psychological dependence.

HOW TO OPERATE YOUR BATTERY
Guide for The Clear 510 Thread
Adjustable Strength Battery

1. Turn it on or off.
To turn the battery on, click
the button on the battery five
times. To turn the battery off,
click the button five times.

2. Two clicks to pre-heat.
Attach your cart to the battery
and click the button two times.
This warms up the oil to 1.8 volts
to get it ready for a great first hit
or if it's cold.

3. Three clicks to white,
press down & draw.
The white color is 2.7 volts. The
low voltage preserves the flavor
and burns less cannabinoids.
Great for ENDO or Classic carts.

4. Three clicks to blue, three
clicks to red. Press & draw.
The blue color is 3.1 volts a medium
setting and the red color is 3.6 volts
a high setting. Best for larger hits.
Great for Elite carts.
WARNING: Overconsumption of Marijuana Concentrate may lead to Psychotic symptoms and/or Psychotic
disorder, Mental Health Symptoms/Problems, Cannabis Hyperemesis (CHS), and Cannabis use
disorder/dependence, including physical and psychological dependence.

